The paper addresses the geometric synthesis of Orthoglide-type mechanism, a family of 3-DOF parallel manipulators for rapid machining applications, which combine advantages of both serial mechanisms and parallel kinematic architectures. These manipulators possess quasi-isotropic kinematic performances and are made up of three actuated fixed prismatic joints, which are mutually orthogonal and connected to a mobile platform via three parallelogram chains. The platform moves in the Cartesian space with fixed orientation, similar to conventional XYZmachine. Three strategies have been proposed to define the Orthoglide geometric parameters (manipulator link lengths and actuated joint limits) as functions of a cubic workspace size and dextrous properties expressed by bounds on the velocity transmission factors, manipulability or the Jacobian condition number. Low inertia and intrinsic stiffness have been set as additional design goals expressed by the minimal link length requirement. For each design strategy, analytical expressions for computing the Orthoglide parameters are proposed. It is showed that the proposed strategies yield Pareto-optimal solutions, which differ by the kinematic performances outside the prescribed Cartesian cube (but within the workspace bounded by the actuated joint limits). The proposed technique is illustrated with numerical examples for the Orthoglide prototype design.
INTRODUCTION
Parallel kinematic machines (PKM) are commonly claimed to offer several advantages over their serial counterparts, such as high structural rigidity, better payload-to-weight ratio, high dynamic capacities and high accuracy [1] [2] [3] . Thus, they are prudently considered as promising alternatives for high-speed machining and have gained essential attention of a number of companies and researchers. Since the first prototype presented in 1994 during the IMTS in Chicago by Gidding&Lewis (the VARIAX), many other parallel manipulators have appeared. However, most of the existing PKM still suffer from two major drawbacks, namely, a complex workspace and highly non-linear input/output relations [4, 5] .
For most PKM, the Jacobian matrix, which relates the joint rates to the output velocities, is not isotropic. Consequently, the performances (e.g. maximum speeds, forces, accuracy and rigidity) vary considerably for different points in the Cartesian workspace and for different directions at one given point. This is a serious disadvantage for machining applications [6, 7] , which require regular workspace shape and acceptable kinetostatic performances throughout. In milling applications, for instance, the machining conditions must remain constant along the whole tool path [8] .
Nevertheless, in many research papers, this criterion is not taken into account in the algorithmic methods used for the optimization of the workspace volume [9, 10] .
In contrast, for the conventional XYZ-machines, the tool motion in any direction is linearly related to the motions of the actuated axes. Also, the performances are constant throughout the Cartesian parallelepiped workspace. The only drawback is inherent to the serial arrangement of the links, which causes poor dynamic performances. So, in recent years, several new parallel kinematic structures have been proposed. In particular, a 3-dof translational mechanism with gliding foot points was found in three separate works to be fully isotropic throughout the Cartesian workspace [11] [12] [13] . Although this manipulator behaves like the conventional Cartesian mechanism, its legs are rather bulky to assure stiffness. The latter motivates further research in PKM architecture that seeks for compromise solutions, which admit a partial isotropy in favour of other manipulator features.
One of such compromise solutions is the Orthoglide proposed by Wenger and Chablat [14] , which was derived from a Delta-type architecture with three fixed linear joints and three articulated parallelograms. As follows from the previous works, this manipulator possesses good (almost isotropic) kinetostatic performances and also has some technological advantages, such as (i) symmetrical design; (ii) quasi-isotropic workspace; and (iii) low inertia effects [15] . In a previous work, the Orthoglide was optimised with respect to the Jacobian matrix conditioning and transmission factor limits throughout a prescribed Cartesian workspace [16] . This paper further contributes to the Orthoglide kinematic synthesis and focuses on the comparison of different design strategies and inherited criteria. It proposes a systematic design procedure to define the manipulator geometric parameters (the actuated joint limits and the link lengths) as function of the prescribed cubic workspace size and performances measure bounds. The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the Orthoglide kinematics and defines the design goals. Section 3 investigates the manipulator performances through the workspace. Section 4 deals with the design of the dextrous workspace with bounded manipulability, condition number and velocity transmission factors. Section 5 focuses on defining the largest cube inscribed in the dextrous workspace. Section 6 illustrates the proposed design strategies by numerical examples and also contains some discussions. And, finally, Section 7 summarises the main contributions of the paper.
ORTHOGLIDE KINEMATICS AND DESIGN GOALS

MANIPULATOR GEOMETRY
The kinematic architecture of the Orthoglide is shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of three identical parallel chains that may be formally described as PRP a R, where P, R and P a denote the prismatic, revolute, and parallelogram joints respectively. The mechanism input is made up of three actuated orthogonal prismatic joints. The output machinery (with a tool mounting flange) is connected to the prismatic joints through a set of three parallelograms, so that it is restricted for translational movements only. Because of its symmetrical structure, the Orthoglide can be presented in a simplified model, which consists of three bar links connected by spherical joints to the tool centre point at one side and to the corresponding prismatic joints at another side (Fig. 2a) .
Thus, if the origin of a reference frame is located at the intersection of the prismatic joint axes and the x, y, z-axes are directed along them, the manipulator geometry may be described by the equations ( ) ( ) (  )   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2 ; ; It is also worth mentioning that the Orthoglide geometry and relevant manufacturing technology impose the following constraints on the joint variables
which essentially influence on the workspace shape. While the upper bound is implicit and obvious, the lower one is caused by practical reasons, since safe mechanical design encourages avoiding risk of simultaneous location of prismatic joints in the same point of the Cartesian workspace. Hence the kinematic synthesis must produce required joint limits within (2).
INVERSE KINEMATICS
From equations (1), the inverse kinematic relations can be derived in a straightforward way It should be also stressed that the border ( o 90 θ = ) corresponds to the serial singularity (when the link is orthogonal to the relevant translational axis and the input joint motion does not produce the end-point displacement), so corresponding Cartesian points must be excluded from the Orthoglide workspace during the design.
It is obvious that expressions (3) define eight different solutions to the inverse kinematics and their existence requires the workspace points to belong to a volume bounded by the intersection of three cylinders { } 2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2 ; ;
. However, the joint limits (2) impose additional constraints, which reduce a potential solution set. For example, for the "zero"
but only one of them is feasible. As proved in [17] , with respect to number of inverse kinematic solutions, the Orthoglide with joint limits (2) admits only 2 alternatives: (i) a single inverse kinematic solution
. It can be also proved that the border between these two cases corresponds to the serial singularity. Hence, the kinematic synthesis must focus on the location of the workspace inside of the sphere S L .
DIRECT KINEMATICS
After subtracting three possible pairs of the equations (1) 
where t is an auxiliary scalar variable. This reduces the direct kinematics to the solution of a 
DESIGN GOALS AND PARAMETERS
Because the Orthoglide is dedicated to general 3-axis machining, its kinematic performances should be close to the performances of the classical XYZ-machine. Therefore, the design goals may be stated as follows:
(i) manipulator workspace should be close to a cube of prescribed size;
(ii) kinematic performances within this cube should be quasi-isotropic;
(iii) link lengths should be minimal to lower the manufacturing costs.
The requirements (i) and (ii) will be satisfied in Section 4 by constraining the manipulability, condition number and/or velocity transmission factor inside the Cartesian workspace bounded by the joint limits. To fulfil requirement (iii), Section 5 evaluates the largest cube inscribed in this workspace, which defines the smallest link lengths required to achieve the prescribed cube size. (ii) scaling the normalised manipulator parameters to achieve the prescribed size of the cubic workspace.
Numerical example for this two-stage design process is given in Section 6.
JACOBIAN ANALYSIS
JACOBIAN MATRIX
As follows from the previous Section and a companion paper [17] , the singularity-free workspace of the Orthoglide W 0 is located within the sphere S L of radius L with the centre point (0, 0, 0) and bounded by the parallel "flat" singularity surface in the first octant (Fig. 3) . Also, the remaining part of the sphere surface corresponds to the parallel "bar" singularity. Hence, the kinematic design should define the inner part of this workspace that possesses the desired kinematic properties.
Mathematically, these properties are defined by the manipulator Jacobian describing the differential mapping from the jointspace to the workspace (or vice versa). For the Orthoglide, it is more convenient to express analytically the inverse Jacobian, which is derived from (1) in a straightforward way:
Accordingly, the determinant of the Jacobian may be expressed as ( 
Q-AXIS PROPERTIES
Since the Orthoglide workspace is symmetrical with respect to the axes x, y, z, its kinematic design requires a detailed study of the points belonging to the Q-axis, which is the bisector line of the first octant [16] . For this axis, let us denote x y z p p p p = = = and, consequently, x y z ρ ρ ρ ρ = = = . Then, as follows from (5), the inverse Jacobian may be presented as
where χ is the dimensionless scalar parameter expressed as 
To define the feasible range of the parameter χ, let us consider specific points belonging to the Q-axis (see Fig. 4 and Table 1 ). They include three parallel singularity points P 1 , P 2 , P 3 and one serial singularity point P 4 . As follows from the analysis, the singularity-free region of the Q-axis is bounded by the interval ( )
, which corresponds to the coordinate ranges
. It is important for the kinematic design that, within these limits, the relation between the coordinates p, ρ and the parameter χ is monotonously decreasing (see Table 1 ). It should be also noted that the employed parameterisation may be converted to the one used in [16] by defining tan( )
, where θ is the angle between the manipulator links and corresponding prismatic joint axes. Table 1 . Specific points in the Q-axis for the unit manipulator (L=1)
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DEXTERITY-BASED DESIGN
Since the design specifications require the manipulator to possess the quasi-isotropic kinematics [18] [19] [20] , the original joint limits (2) must be narrowed to increase the distance from the dextrous workspace points to the singularities. In this section, the desired joint limits are computed using the Q-axis technique, which reduces the problem to locating two points Q + and Q -on the bisector line (see Fig. 4 ). These points bound the Q-axis region with the required properties and, therefore, 
CONSTRAINING THE MANIPULABILITY
The manipulator manipulability
is the simplest performance measure assessing the dexterity [21] , which is the product of the singular values of the Jacobian or its inverse. For the Q-axis, where 1 − J is a square and symmetrical matrix, the manipulability can be computed as
where
As follows from (6), the maximum value of the manipulability w is equal to 1 and is achieved in the "zero" (isotropic) point:
Therefore, the joint limits can be found from the inequality
where Δ is the prescribed lower bound of the manipulability ( Fig. 5 . The open question, however, is how to interpret the manipulability design specification Δ in engineering sense, to be understandable for the designer with a practical background. 
CONSTRAINING THE CONDITION NUMBER
The Jacobian condition number evaluates the distance to the singularities by the ratio of the largest to the smallest matrix eigenvalues, which is also the ratio of the largest and smallest axis length of the manipulability ellipsoid [21] . As follows from (5), the Orthoglide condition number achieves its best value (equal to 1) in the zero point, while in other workspace points it is greater than 1:
Hence, the joint limits can be found from the inequality ( )
where δ is the admitted upper bound of this performance index ( 
and the desired parameter range [ ]
, χ χ can be obtained from the equations 
CONSTRAINING THE VELOCITY TRANSMISSION FACTOR
The velocity transmission factor assesses the ratio of the manipulator end-point velocity and velocity of the corresponding point in the joint space. For a given workspace point p and direction of motion e, it can be computed via the Jacobian as . As known from the matrix theory, the deviation of this factor for the fixed p is bounded by the smallest and largest singular values of J. Geometrically, this performance index is directly related to the manipulability ellipsoid, which in the previous Sub-Section was evaluated by the ratio of its longest and shortest axes, while here these axes are assessed separately.
As follows from (5), the Orthoglide velocity transmission factor does not depend on the direction of motion in the zero point and in the remaining points it varies depending on e:
p e p e p p (14) Hence, for this performance measure, the joint limits can be found from the inequality ( )
where ( ) , λ ρ e denotes the velocity transmission factor along the Q-axis, and min λ , max λ are the design specifications ( min
Since along the Q-axis the Jacobian is symmetrical, the transmission factor range may be derived from the eigenvalues obtained in the Sub-Section 4.2. It has been also proved that the eigenvalue χ λ possesses sensible meaning and is quite understandable for practising engineers. Impact of the transmission factor bounding on the dextrous workspace shape/size is also illustrated in Table 2 , where all cases are quantified relative to the volume of the singularity-free workspace V 0 (see Fig. 3 ). To generate these shapes, we executed spanning of all possible directions from the isotropic point and dichotomic search for the line segments satisfying the kinematic constraints. 
WORKSPACE-BASED DESIGN
After applying the Q-axis technique, which yields the joint limits ensuring the prescribed dexterity for the bisector line, the whole workspace must be verified for kinematic performances. In this Section, this problem is solved by identifying and evaluating the workspace "critical points" and relevant definition of the joint limits. Then, the largest cube is inscribed in the dextrous workspace of the unit manipulator, which gives the scaling factor to meet the specifications for the desired cubic workspace size. It should be noted that here the manipulator dexterity is evaluated by the velocity transmission factors, which, as stated above, have advantages over the manipulability and condition number indices in practical applications. But the main results are also generalised for the manipulability and condition number criterions.
WORKSPACE CRITICAL POINTS
Let us consider first the unit Orthoglide (L=1) with given joint limits 
the Jacobian is symmetrical, so the transmission factors i μ are equal to the inverses 
and, subsequently, 
Since the matrix (18) is asymmetrical, the velocity transmission factors are to be computed from the product of the Jacobian by its transpose ( ) 
The corresponding characteristic equation may be presented as ( Face points ,... 
Since the matrix (23) is asymmetrical, the velocity amplification factors must be computed from the product of the Jacobian and its transpose ( ) 
GLOBAL PERFORMANCE INDICES
After evaluation of the transmission factors at the points Q, R, S, these points can be classified with respect to the influence on the global performance indices min max , As follows from Fig. 9a , the global minimum of the transmission factor can be achieved in either Similar analysis for the global maximum of max μ (Fig. 9b) shows that it can be achieved in either 
DEFINING A CUBIC WORKSPACE
Since the prescribed Cartesian workspace has a cubic shape, let us first define the largest cube that ensures the desired transmission factors [ ] , 1 μ μ through it, while temporarily releasing the joint limits constraints. It is obvious, that due to the Orthoglide symmetrical architecture, the cube faces must be parallel to the xy, xz and yz planes. So, the constraint (15) may be rewritten as
( ) ( )
The proof of the proposition uses convexity of the workspace hull bounded by ( ) These Propositions and Corollary give the designer three different methods ("design strategies") for computing the joint limits and dextrous Cartesian workspace of the normalised manipulator (L=1), which afterwards must be scaled to achieve the prescribed workspace size. The methods are summarised in Table 3 and yield three Pareto-optimal solutions with respect to the design goals stated in Section 2. As follows from the propositions, all strategies ensure satisfaction of the design specification within the prescribed cubic workspace ≥ , was developed in the previous paper [16] , while here it is generalised for the full range of the transmission factor. Table 3 Computing joint limits for the unit Orthoglide (dots on the Q-axis show location of + Q ,Q − for different design strategies).
Design strategies Remarks
Design strategy #1 It is obvious that correctness of the above statements for the transmission factor guarantees their correctness for the manipulability and condition number indices, which may be directly expressed via the singular values. Also, for real-life problems, the designer can prefer one of the solutions to other ones taking into account a number of additional engineering constraints and objectives, which cannot be implicitly expressed in the frames of the model used in this paper.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSIONS
To compare the proposed design approaches, let us apply them to the design of the 
In this case, the cube is smaller but the workspace is singularity-free and possesses reasonable kinematic properties both inside and outside the cube.
Strategy #3 provides the desired transmission factors for the whole ρ-bounded workspace, which is computed in accordance with that overtakes the required kinematic performances for the cube but ensures them for the whole ρ-bounded workspace.
After defining normalised manipulator parameters, the obtained cubic workspaces must be adjusted Hence, none of the strategies can be given a preference within the frames of the kinematic model and, in real-life applications, all these solutions should be presented to the designer who may evaluate them by taking into account a number of additional technical constraints and goals. 
CONCLUSIONS
The paper focuse on the parametrical synthesis of the Orthoglide, a parallel manipulator for 3-axis rapid machining applications, which combines advantages of both serial mechanisms (regular workspace and homogeneous performances) and parallel kinematic architectures (good dynamic performances). Three strategies have been proposed to define the Orthoglide geometric parameters as functions of a cubic workspace size and dextrous properties expressed by bounds on the velocity transmission factors, manipulability or the Jacobian condition number. Low inertia and intrinsic stiffness have been set as additional design goals expressed by the minimal link length requirement.
In contrast to previous works, we proposed several Pareto-optimal solutions of the design problem, which differ by the manipulator performances outside the prescribed Cartesian cube (but within the workspace bounded by the actuated joint limits). Taking into account linear relation between the manipulator parameters and the cubic workspace size, the design process is decomposed in two stages: (i) defining the actuated joint limits and the largest cube size/location to satisfy the dexterity goals for the normalised manipulator; (ii) scaling the normalised manipulator to satisfy a specification on the cubic workspace size.
For each design strategy, we proposed analytical expressions for computing the Orthoglide parameters, which were based on the "critical points" concept that allows evaluating the global performance indices through the joint-bounded or cubic workspaces without their exhaustive exploration. We also proved two propositions describing relations between these workspace sizes and kinematic performances within them. It was shown, that independently of the applied strategy, the workspace includes the fully-isotropic point where any linear joint displacement yields similar manipulator tool displacement, like in a serial XYZ-machine. So, the synthesis is aimed at specifying the cubic volume around this point, which meets the dexterity goals. The related design parameters are the actuated joint limits and manipulator link lengths.
The proposed design strategies have been illustrated by numerical examples with the dexterity specification expressed by the velocity transmission factor. We obtained three Pareto-optimal solutions ensuring the required kinematic properties within the cubic workspace but providing wider range of the transmission factor outside the cube (this range is decreased monotonously while the manipulator link length is increased). Hence, no one of the strategies can be given a preference within the frames of the kinematic model and, in real-life applications, all the solutions should be presented to the designer who should evaluate them taking into account additional technical constraints and goals.
The developed technique has been also applied to the design of the Orthoglide prototype, which has been successfully built and tested in IRCCyN (Nantes, France). However, experiments with this manipulator showed rather high sensitivity of the kinematic performances with respect to the joint encoder offsets, which motivates further research on the Orthoglide calibration.
